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Introductions
Strategies to Improve Executive
Function:
A Foundation for Success
Carol A. Burmeister. M.A.
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Outcomes

Housekeeping
O Materials
O Book

O to understand components of executive function

p. 7

O to understand how executive function skills affect

O PowerPoint Handout—https://flipptheswitch.org/

school performance and daily life

O Table Items

O to learn evidence-based strategies for improving

O Display items

executive function skills

O Breaks

O to implement strategies that support development

O Questions

of competent executive function

O Activities
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Edutopia Video:

Discussion

What’s Executive Function—and Why Does It
Matter?

O Given what you heard in the video,

what are some examples of
executive function?
O Why are they important?
O When are they fully developed?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhbNxXbJ5qw
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Executive Function (EF)
O A collection of mental processes that assist us in

organizing, planning, prioritizing, being flexible,
problem-solving, controlling impulses, regulating
emotions
O Deficits impact almost every aspect of learning
and behavior
O Students need instruction in EF skills so that
they can be more successful in the educational
environment
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Components of EF
Based on material from:
Wilkins, Sheri & Burmeister, Carol. FLIPP the Switch: Strengthen
Executive Function Skills. © 2015, AAPC Publishing.
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Flexibility
•The ability to change your mind and make changes to your
plans as needed

At Your Tables . . .

Leveled Emotionality
•The ability to emotionally self-regulate and avoid drastic
mood swings

O Discuss the following:

Impulse Control
•The ability to control your impulses, such as waiting to
speak until called upon

O What executive function skills do

students need in order to succeed at
your specific ages/grade levels?

Planning/Organization
•The ability to make plans and keep track of time so that
work is finished on time

Problem Solving
•The ability to know when there is a problem that needs to
be solved, generate solutions, select one, and evaluate
the outcome
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Current Reality

The Good News…

O More than ever before structure and

 There are several ways that we can support

predictability have been eroded for all of us!

students with EF deficits in the classroom
and other school environments as well as in
the home, community, and vocational
settings
 Supports can be categorized into two main
types:

O Expectations have been confusing and seem

to be flexible and ever-changing.
O Students have grown accustomed to less

structure, less predictability, and variable
expectations.
O Students need direct instruction in strategies!

 Environmental modifications
 Metacognitive strategies

flipptheswitch.org
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Strategies

Something to Think About . . .
 Paraprofessionals play a substantial role in

O Visual Scale

supporting students

O Choice

 How can I incorporate strategies for improving

O Cognitive Script

executive function skills in my own work
environment?
 How can I share these strategies with other
teachers, paraprofessionals, and service providers
to increase their success in working with students
with EF challenges?

O Reinforcement
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Visual Scales
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Visual Scales
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5-Point Scale
How I am feeling:

5
4
3
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Video Clip:

Practical Strategies for Students with
Autism/Asperger Syndrome (Bureau of Education and Research)
“Anxiety Scale”

What I need to do:

I am totally anxious and
stressed; my heart is racing; I
Take a break and ask for help.
am breathing very fast; I can’t
sit still.
I am feeling really anxious and
stressed; my heartbeat and
Take a short walk.
breathing are getting fast.
I am starting to feel anxious and
stressed; my heartbeat is a little Use deep breathing app.
fast.

2

I’m a little anxious but my body
Take action and I’ll be OK.
is calm.

1

I am feeling calm.

Keep doing what I’m doing.
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Resources

Visual Scales: Discussion
O Turn to someone sitting close to you and share

how using a visual scale to communicate a
desired change of behavior might be effective
for a student you support
O How can you use a visual scale to promote selfmonitoring?
O How would you share this strategy with others
who support this student?
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Video Clip:

Activity:
Make a Visual Scale

FLIPP the Switch YouTube: Make a Visual Scale

 Identify behavior of

concern:

 Determine levels of
 Identify on card

 Physical

 Punch holes at top

space/proximity
 Anxiety levels (test
taking, etc.)
 Rating a problem
 Other???

5

behavior:

 Vocal volume

4

and bottom of card
 Place craft bead on
craft strip
 Thread craft strip
through holes
 Tape craft strip on
back

3
2
1
24

Online template
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Providing Choices: Why Is This
Important?
Visual Scale:
Data
Collection

O Increases engagement
O intrinsic motivation, task performance, effort, subsequent

learning, and the perception of competence (Patall, Cooper, &
Robinson, 2008)

O Choice-making provides opportunities to be more self-

directed
O Provides students with the message that they have the

power to exert some control over the environment
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Choice Circle

Choice Card
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Activity: Choice Card or Circle

Choice Cards: Discussion

O For “Choice” card:
O Select icons that illustrate

O Think about how you might use the 2-choice

viable choices for a student
you support and cut out

card or choice circle strategy with a student
or class.
O How will you introduce the strategy to the
class or student?
O How will you know if the choice card strategy
has been effective?
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O For “Choice” circle:
O Indicate choice options on

card

O Place one square of SOFT

Velcro under each word on the
card
O Place one HARD/ROUGH Velcro
circle on the back of each icon
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Cognitive Scripts
ChoiceMaking:
Data
Collection

O Preventative approach for those who lack

situational awareness

O General expectation regarding what behavior

is expected in a certain situation

O Useful at home, school, vocational, and

community settings
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Cognitive Scripts
On
Facebook

Be Kind

Be Respectful Be Safe

Think about how
others might feel.
Only post things
that are kind to
others.

Only post
things you
would want
your
_________
(mom, dad,
grandma, boss,
teacher, etc.) to
read.

Cognitive Script

Keep your personal
information
private.
Report to an adult
anything that
makes you feel
uncomfortable.

Wilkins, S., & Burmeister, C. (2015). FLIPP the Switch: Strengthen Executive Function Skills. © 2015, AAPC Publishing.
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Making a Presentation
•When called, go to the
front of the room.
•Stand up straight, face
forward.
•Have your hands at your
sides or hold notes in front.
•Look at the audience.
•Speak in a clear voice.

Listening to a Presentation

Partner Activity: Cognitive Script

•Be quiet while the speaker is
speaking.
•Look at the speaker.
•Ask questions that apply to
the topic.
•If the speaker asks a
question and you know the
answer, raise your hand and,
if called on, answer the
question.
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O Find a partner who works at your grade

level
O Use copies of the CCSS to find Speaking

and Listening Standard #1 for your grade
level
O Develop a Cognitive Script that could be
used to reinforce that standard for one of
your students
O Be prepared to share with the group
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Cognitive Script
For a Job Interview

When/How to Use a Cognitive Script
O Introduce the Cognitive Script before the students needs to use the

1. Greet your interviewer—make eye contact, say
hello, shake hands.
2. Listen attentively to questions and ask for
clarification if you don’t understand something.
3. Answer each question to the best of your
ability.
4. Be aware of any nervous habits you have and
try to monitor them.
5. Say “Thank you” at the end of your interview.

skill
O Read through the script with the student and make sure that he

understands all the steps.
O Have the student repeat each step with verbal prompts until he is able

to repeat the steps independently.
O Have the student practice the skill in a small group until he is able to

perform the steps without prompting
O Once the student can perform all steps without prompting, fade the

use of the card.
© Burmeister, C.; Wilkins, S.; Silva, R. 2018. FLIPP 2.0: Mastering Executive Function Skills from School to Adult Life for Students with Autism
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Responding to Appropriate and
Inappropriate Behavior

Cognitive
Script:
Data
Collection
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O Setting expectations
O Reinforcing behavior
O Reinforcement strategies
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Types of Praise and Their Effects on
Behavior

Effective Reinforcement–
Provide Feedback
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Reinforcement: Visual Supports
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Reinforcement: Visual Supports
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Reinforcement Systems:
Discussion

Reinforcement: Visual Supports

O How can you incorporate effective

reinforcement strategies to increase positive
behavior and decrease inappropriate
behaviors?
O How would you share this strategy with
others?
Crystal Holmes, Wallace Junior/Senior High School
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How can you apply some of these strategies
to your specific grade level/work/personal
situation?

Activity: Reinforcement Puzzle Card
O Choose one image to represent
O
O
O
O
O

High School

reinforcing activity
Be creative—you do not have to
use the text that is on the images
Cut image into 2 to 4 pieces
Cut out matching card
Put hard back Velcro® on the
pieces
Put soft back Velcro® on the card

Middle School
Elementary School
Preschool
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Resources to Teach EF Skills

Resources to Teach EF Skills

O FLIPP the Switch website

O FLIPP the Switch: Strengthen Executive

Function Skills

O https://flipptheswitch.org
O Strategy cards
O Templates

O FLIPP 2.0: Mastering Executive Function

O Blogposts

Skills from School to Adult Life for Students
with Autism

O Other resources

O FLIPP the Switch YouTube Channel
O https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtUVmUzRy5HHKW5UaLQDHUA
flipptheswitch.org
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Contact Info
Carol Burmeister
O successforalllearners@verizon.net

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/FLIPPtheSwitch/

Instagram: flipp_4_ef
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